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Alphacool Tube
AlphaTube HF 13/10

(3/8"ID) - UV Black

Special Price

$3.99 was

$7.25

Product Images

Short Description

Deep, intense colors, pleasant handling and easy installation were the goals when developing this tubing generation. The result is
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a great choice of sizes and colors such as red, green, blue or black.

Description

Deep, intense colors, pleasant handling and easy installation were the goals when developing this tubing generation. The result is
a great choice of sizes and colors such as red, green, blue or black.

When designing these tubes, one goal was to make colored coolant and hence the strain from coloring particles on the cooling
loop obsolete. With these tubes the color comes from the tubes themselves.

Besides color, the installation and kinking properties are always an important factor when choosing tubing. Tight bending radiuses
and easy handling in tricky situations were also taken into consideration during development. Hence the plastic mixture was
developed to perfection and we have created tubing which manages to combine usually opposing properties to please both
beginners and advanced users.

 
 Manufacturing in Germany promises permanently high quality. The manufacturing with
 years of experience ensures the best product all of the time!

Specifications

Technical specifications:
Material: PVC
Color: UV black
Inner diameter: 10mm, 3/8“
Outer diameter: 13mm, ½“
Wall thickness: 1,5mm, 1/15“

Extent of delivery:
1x Alphacool AlphaTube HF 13/10 (3/8"ID) - UV black
 
Ordered quantity 1 = 1 foot
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Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-18408

Weight 0.2000

Color Black

Tube Type PVC

Tube Size 3/8" x 1/2" (10mm x 13mm)

Material PVC

Delivery Bulk

Special Price $3.99


